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1. Datasets

Compared with the previous work, we mainly use
COCO-20i [8] for verification in our experiments, which
contains a more extensive data size. In this section, we
give more research and analysis to prove that when the
data is too clean and straightforward, few-shot segmentation
will degenerate into foreground segmentation without car-
ing about specific semantic information, and we conclude
that COCO-20i dataset will be a better choice to verify the
model’s generality.

1.1. Statistical Analysis

The performance gap between the COCO-20i [8]and
PASCAL-5i [10] datasets was attributed to the class amount
and data quantity. However, we found that the image’s com-
plexity is also a key factor. We first count the number of
pictures with different contained category amounts, and the
results are shown in Fig. 1. It can be found that most im-
ages of PASCAL-5ihave only single foreground. The model
only needs to distinguish the significant foreground without
semantic support, and few-shot segmentation will degener-
ate into foreground segmentation tasks.

1.2. Ablation Experiment of the Support Mask

We also ingeniously designed a simple ablation exper-
iment to verify whether the model can extract the super-
vision information from the support annotations. First,
we conduct the experiment following the original few-
shot semantic segmentation settings [12], and then we give
the model inputs without support supervision by remov-
ing the support mask. Tab. 1 and Fig. 4 showthe quan-
tized and qualitative results, respectively. It is notewor-
thy that the model also can achieve stunning results on
PASCAL-5i dataset, even without the support mask. In
Fig. 4, we visualize the performances under the simple and
complex scenes. When the images are too straightforward,
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containing only single foreground with a clean background,
few-shot segmentation will degenerate into foreground seg-
mentation and achieve incredible performance even without
caring about semantic information.
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Figure 1. Statistics of pictures containing different category
amounts for each fold of COCO-20i [8] and PASCAL-5i [10]
datasets.

Dataset Method
mIoU(%)

Fold-0 Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3 Mean

PASCAL-5i
w/ Ms 71.2 75.4 67.6 63.6 69.5
w/o Ms 62.8 69.4 59.3 53.6 61.3

COCO-20i
w/ Ms 43.8 55.3 51.6 49.4 50.0
w/o Ms 31.0 37.7 31.2 33.8 33.4

Table 1. Ablation studies of the support mask’s effects for
PASCAL-5i [10] and COCO-20i [8] datasets under 1-hot setting.

2. Number of Test Episodes
Few-shot semantic segmentation adopts episode

paradigm testing, where each test episode randomly
selects the query and support pairs containing the same
class objects. Typically, 1k episodes are set in the
PASCAL-5i evaluation since there are at most 584 images
in each pascal fold. In contrast, we set 10k random episodes
for each fold evaluation on COCO-20i dataset and calculate
the average mIoU. In this work, we give more experiments
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results proving that only 1k episodes are not sufficient to
provide reliable results on COCO-20i for comparison.
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Figure 2. Comparison between 1k and 10k test samples set on
COCO-20i dataset for each fold.

Temperature mIoU(%)
( T ) Fold-0 Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3 Mean
0.5 42.1 54.9 48.6 48.6 48.6
1 43.8 55.3 51.6 49.4 50.0
2 43.1 55.1 50.0 49.5 49.4
5 42.4 54.9 48.2 47.5 48.3

Table 2. Ablation studies of the distillation temperature.

We iterate 10 times evaluations and then plot the line
chart of each fold’s result for both 1k and 10k episodes set
as shown in Fig. 2. Insufficiency sampling episodes will
lead to a precarious and significant fluctuation of test re-
sults. For example, the difference between the results is up
to 6.0% mIoU in COCO-20i Fold-0.

3. Implemetation Details
3.1. Decoder Structures

The decoder fuses the matching results {Xl ∈
Rcl×hq

l ×wq
l }Ll=1 from coarse resolution to fine grain. The

structure of decoder block and classification head is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. Decoder block inputs feature-match re-
sults from the same stage and sequential output from the last
stage block following hierarchical paradigm. We use resid-
ual connection [4] to alleviate exploding/vanishing gradient
problem. Classification head inputs the last stage output
with maximum resolution and predicts the dense mask as
the final output.

3.2. Experimental Environment

Software and hardware environment:
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Figure 3. Structures of (a) decoder block and (b) classifica-
tion head. Specifically, we adopt batch normalization (BN) on
single GPU machine and convert it to sync batch normalization
(SyncBN) for multi-GPU training.

• CUDA version: 11.7

• PyTorch version: 1.12.1

• GPU: NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090

• CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6326 CPU @ 2.90GHz

3.3. Additional Qualitative Results

More qualitative results are provided to validate and
analyze our proposed network effectiveness. Fig. 5 vi-
sualizes correlation maps and compared the dense pre-
dicted mask with or withou correlation distillation on both
PASCAL-5i [10] and COCO-20i [8] under 1-shot set-
ting. Fig. 6 shows the correlation maps from 1-3 pyramid
stages. The correlation maps from the coarse resolution
give rough locations of the classes related to the support an-
notations, and the fine layers provide more detailed features
facilitating segmentation.

4. Ablation Experiments
4.1. Distillation Temperature

During the distillation process, we adopt the temperature
T, a hyperparameter, to control the distribution. Given flat-
tened correlation maps, we first apply a softmax layer with
T to perform the spatial normalization among all positions:

Ĉ ′
l(i) =

exp(C ′
l(i)/T )∑hq

l w
q
l

j=1 exp(C ′
l(j)/T )

, (1)

where l indicates the stage, T denotes the temperature of
distillation [5]. In this section, we study the influence of



the temperature set through the ablation experiments, and
all results are shown in Tab. 2. When T equals 1, we get the
best performance, and we keep this through all experiments
as a default if not otherwise specified.

Shot ReLU
mIoU(%)

Fold-0 Fold-1 Fold-2 Fold-3 Mean

1
w/o 45.0 54.4 49.4 50.0 49.7
w/ 43.8 55.3 51.6 49.4 50.0

5
w/o 49.0 61.5 55.7 55.6 55.5
w/ 50.6 61.6 55.7 56 56.0

Table 3. Ablation studies of whether using ReLU activation func-
tion in the resnet block.

4.2. ReLU Layer from the Residual Block

Few-shot segmentation typically uses a parameter-fixed
backbone, such as ResNet [4] and VGG [11], to extract the
features of the input images. Setting ResNet as the back-
bone, some previous methods directly generate the feature
from resnet block, and others drop the last ReLU layer since
this activation function loses the negative part of the fea-
ture. We study the influences of the activation function in
this subsection. The results shown in Tab. 3 prove that the
ReLU layer brings slightly improved performance.

5. Use of Existing Assets
We gratefully thank the creators of the following assets

that are very helpful for our project.

• PyTorch [9]: https : / / github . com /
pytorch/pytorch

• PASCAL-VOC 2012 [2]: http : / / host .
robots.ox.ac.uk/pascal/VOC/voc2012

• SBD [3]: http://home.bharathh.info/
pubs/codes/SBD/download.html

• COCO 2014 [7]: https://cocodataset.org

• PSPNet [13]: https : / / github . com /
hszhao/semseg

• BAM [6]: https : / / github . com /
chunbolang/BAM

• PFENet [12]: https://github.com/dvlab-
research/PFENet

• HSNet [4]: https : / / github . com /
juhongm999/hsnet

• SegFormer [1]: https://github.com/open-
mmlab/mmsegmentation
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Query image Ground-truth w/o Support mask w/i Support mask 

Figure 4. Qualitative results of the ablation studies for the support mask’s effects under PASCAL-5i [10] 1-hot setting. The upper panel
shows the query images with only single foreground, while the query images from the below panel contain complex scenes.
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Figure 5. More visualization results of the correlation maps on both PASCAL-5i [10] and COCO-20i [8] under 1-shot setting. The first
and second columns show examples of the support images with ground truth in green and the query images with labeled masks in red,
respectively. Then we show the correlation maps and prediction results within or without distillation, respectively. We select the correlation
map from the first stage for a brief introduction and visualize them by heatmaps.
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Figure 6. More qualitative results of the correlation pyramid on both PASCAL-5i [10] and COCO-20i [8] under 1-shot setting. The first
and second columns show examples of the support images with ground truth in green and the query images with labeled masks in red,
respectively. The following three columns visualize the correlation pyramid from the first to the third stage of the matching pyramid and
the last column is the model’s outputs.
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